A Child Is Born
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A Child is born when A is completed according to the following rules. Note: A child should be born from positive, not negative ideas (those which disagree with a positive idea). To bless the conception of a planned child (necessary to have a child), breason out the Anarchy Quiz   .

A minimum of one and and up to 50 or more repetitions of the Anarchy Quiz (each giving an A, where an A is an A grade essay that is a token of professionalism) are necessary for successful conception (to have perfect physiological function, i.e. giving the sperm A before it leaves the father’s body, the fusion of egg and sperm A and the healthy development of the child A).

After healthy conception using at least one A (80 breasonings), one needs 30 breasonings per day during pregnancy to help the baby's development, 500 breasonings (600 breasonings are recommended) for childbirth, and 30 breasonings per day during babyhood.

To take care of each of the 30 breasonings, each member in the couple can meditate by silently repeating the Lucian mantra for twenty minutes twice per day and the Green sutra each for twenty minutes twice per day to clear the mind.

See also Avoiding Mental Problems from Pregnancy and Courses in A Grade (Pedagogy), An Optional Meditation Course, etc.


I encouraged children.  I love Lancashire.  First, I knew the knight.  Second, I held his hand.  Third, I saw … his healthy baby.  In this way, I encouraged children by loving Lancashire.
I prepared to present the feast of Steven.  I knew Wenceslas.  First, I noticed Lachlan.  Second, I helped you up.  Third, I found the students.  In this way, I presented the feast of Steven by knowing Wenceslas.
I prepared to hide the actress.  I hid heraldry.  First, I found the family.  Second, I determined its coat of arms.  Third, I drew its coat of arms.  In this way, I hid the actress by hiding the heraldry.
I prepared to know each pop.  I knew poptopia.  First, I designed the pop.  Second, I designed the other pop.  Third, I designed the third pop.  In this way, I knew each pop by knowing poptopia.
I prepared to have feelings for people.  I knew happinesses.  First, I had happy feelings.  Second, I conducted a relationship.  Third, I saw the babies come out.  In this way, I had feelings for people by knowing happinesses.
I prepared to recommend health.  I saw heraldries.  First, I saw the first coat of arms.  Second, I saw the second baby’s family’s coat of arms.  Third, I saw you.  In this way, I recommended health by seeing heraldries.
I prepared to increase my iron level.  I happily ate iron.  First, I ate eggplant.  Second, I ate green beans.  Third, I ate squash.  In this way, I increased my iron level by happily eating iron.
I prepared to have a happy life.  I examined happinesses.  First, I examined one happy person.  Second, I examined Nostradamus’ happinesses for me.  Third, I answered “Why Pedagogy?” with “It is”.  In this way, I had a happy life by examining happinesses.
I prepared to play with the model railway with the child.  I had intercourse.  First, I saw the toy.  Second, I talked about it.  Third, I gave it to the child.  In this way, I played with the model railway with the child by having intercourse.
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